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VERA

E.

MILZ

Bookpou rri:
Reviews of Books for K-5 Children
Vera Milz is newly retired from teaching second grade at Conant Elementary
school in Bloom.field Hills, Michigan. She is a past President of the Oakland
County Reading Council.
inter ... cold days ... lots of snow ... an especially good time to cuddle up with a book! As
I mulled over books for this column, I found a treasure trove of great new books-and one
golden oldie. I especially enjoyed a collection of books that took me back to my own childhood. It was 60 Years ofLittle Golden Books: The Limited Edition Anniversary Collection
(Golden Books, 2002, $17.99, ISBN 0-307-10308-0). I remember
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - these books being read to me, and then reading them myself. My
personal favorite is The Poky Little Puppy!

W

A new title, Just One More Story by Jennifer Brutschy with illustrations by Cat Bowman Smith (Orchard, 2002, $16.95, ISBN 0-43931767-3), captures the delicious feeling of a bedtime story shared
between a little boy and his dad. How Austin gets to hear a second
story, and then many more, makes for an especially delightful story
-and message-for us all. Creating readers begins when children
fall in love with books as someone reads to them, even if it's a "read
it again" favorite.
If you wish to provide information or review copies for future
issues, please write to Vera at 1750 Woodgate Dr., Troy, MI 48083,
or e-mail her at VEMILZ@concentric.net
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Collins, Ross. Alvie Eats Soup. (Scholastic, 2002, $15.95, ISBN
0-439-27260-2).
Like many children, Alvie has a favorite food-soup. Unfortunately,
soup is all that Alvie will eat, and it drives his parents crazy. It takes a
special grandma--Granny Francesca-to put everything in perspective.

Goode, Diane. Monkey Mo Goes to Sea. (Scholastic, 2002, $15.95,
ISBN 0-439-26681-5).
Bertie has a pet monkey named Mo, and they are invited to go on
a cruise with Grandfather. The only request is that Mo act like a
gentleman. Will he be able to do it? This engaging story brings out
the meaning of the term "monkey see, monkey do" and will have
children giggling as they listen. For lovers of the Curious George
series, Mo's antics will bring back memories and comparisons.
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Ryan, Pam Munoz. Mud is Cake. Illustrations by David McPhail. (Hyperion, 2002, $15.99, ISBN 0-78680501-3).

In this unique book, a brother and sister find that they can change
mud into cake, a stick into a magic wand, and a tree into a spaceship. What adventures the two children have when their imaginations are put to work! I especially love McPhail 's illustration of
Mom sharing a book with her two children. What a marvelous way
to open up new worlds for her children.
Ryder, Joanne. Big Bear Ball. Illustrations by Steven Kellogg.
(HarperCollins, 2002, $15.95, ISBN 0-06-027955-9).

Deep in a forest, bears gather for the Big Bear Ball under a full
moon. They dance the night away, amble through meadows, up
and down hills, and head to the water for a great big splashy
swim. It is quite a night of fun! Ryder's rollicking verse is
wonderfully extended by Steven Kellogg's lighthearted, joyous
illustrations.
Shannon, David. David Gets in Trouble. (Scholastic, 2002, $15.95,
ISBN 0-439-05022-7).

David never means to get in trouble, but trouble seems to happen
when he is around. He has every excuse in the book, yet finally he
learns to accept responsibility for his actions. This sequel to No, David! addresses the age-old problem of
listening to grown-ups and following their advice.
Stojic, Manya. Snow. (Knopf, 2002, $15.95, ISBN 0-37582348-4).

A snowstorm is coming and the animals must prepare for
winter. The birds fly south, the bear goes to sleep, the moose
enjoys the crisp air, the bunnies play, and the fox must be
more careful. Vibrant illustrations capture the excitement of
this first big snowfall.

Picture Books Full of Surprises
Ahlberg, Allan. A Bit More Bert. Illustrations by Raymond
Briggs. (Farrar Straus Giroux, 2002, $16.00, ISBN
0-374-32489-1 ).

Bert has a dog named Bert. Poor Bert has a series of disasters-he gets a terrible haircut, is served cabbage, which he
hates, and loses his dog. In this hilarious book, it is literally
"Berts" to the rescue!
Bateman, Teresa. The Princesses Have a Ball. Illustrations by Lynne Cravath. (Whitman, 2002, $15.95,
ISBN 0-8075-6626-8).

This parody of an old fairy tale will appeal to today's girls. When the King wonders what his daughters are
up to at night, he enlists the help of a clever cobbler to figure out what is going on. The book brings a new
meaning to the words ball and court!
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Christelow, Eileen. Wheres the Big Bad Wo!p (Clarion, 2002, $15.00, ISBN 0-618-18194-6).

When there is trouble on Detective Doggedly's beat, he usually knows where to look. There is only
one bad guy in town-the Big Bad Wolf. However, is he really the guilty culprit? When the three
little pigs run into problems building their houses, is it because of the bad advice they took from
Esmeralda the sheep? Christelow's parody gives new meaning to Aesop's fable about a wolf in
sheep's clothing.
Dodds, Dayle Ann. The Kettles Get New Clothes. Illustrations by Jill McElmurry. (Candlewick, 2002,
$15.99, ISBN 0-7636-1091-7).

Once a year, the Kettles go to town to get new clothes. The clothes they like are plain and simple
until the year when the shop is replaced by Monsieur Pip's fancy new shop. Monsieur Pip brings out
a wild array of clothes that just aren't suitable to Mom, Dad, Brother or Sister. Only Baby seems
interested in the tailor's suggestions. Finally, the problem is solved, and everyone is happy with the
new outfits.
Lester, Helen. Tackylocks and the Three Bears. Illustrations by
Lynn Munsinger. (Houghton Mifflin, 2002, $15.00, ISBN
0-618-22490-4).

Tacky the Penguin is back, and ready to perform in a play about
the three bears. His companions Goodly, Lovely, Angel, Neatly,
and Perfect practice their lines and are all set for the show. Tacky's
improvisational performance will have everyone in stitches, and
agreeing that this was Tacky's best play ever!
Smith, Linda. Mrs. Biddlebox. Illustrations by Marla Frazee.
(HarperCollins, 2002, $15.99, ISBN 0-06-028690-3).

Poor Mrs. Biddlebox is having a bad day. Everything is going
wrong until she takes charge of the situation. She gathers up everything that is despicable about her day then turns it into a sweet cake.
What a perfect answer to a gloomy, overcast morning-if only we
possessed Mrs. Biddlebox's magic!
Steig, William. Patch & Polly. Illustrations by Jon Agee. (Farrar Straus Giroux, 2002, $16.00, ISBN 0-37436090-1).

Potch came into the world laughing. Even now, as a grown-up, he always wakes up happy to be who-and
where-he is. That is until he meets Polly Pumpernickel. He falls madly in love, but their courtship is a
disaster as one catastrophe follows another. Just when everything seems hopeless, it is Polly who provides
the happy solution.
Teague, Mark. Dear Mrs. LaRue: Letters.from Obedience School. (Scholastic, 2002, $15.95, ISBN 0-43920663-4).

As readers enjoy a series of letters written by Ike the dog, they are asked to judge for themselves if Gertrude
LaRue was justified in sending Ike to obedience school. Readers glimpse two entirely different sides of
the story through Ike's uproarious, melodramatic, typed and paw-written letters. Despite the histrionics,
Mrs. LaRue isn't swayed by her dog's pleading: he remains locked up. Finally, Ike escapes. Will he ever
be allowed to return home, and even if he is, will his behavior show any improvement? Look for a surprise
ending to this funny, funny story.
Waber, Bernard. Courage. (Houghton Mifflin, 2002, $12.00, ISBN 0-618-23855-7).

Courage is defined in many amazing ways. There are awesome kinds of courage, as well as everyday kinds.
This book is a catalyst for helping each of us to find the courage we need to face our problems. It is also a
great stimulus for discussing the true meaning of courage.
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Wells, Rosemary. McDuff Saves the Day. Illustrations by Susan Jeffers. (Hyperion, 2002, $14.99, ISBN
078680644-3).
McDuff is back and picnicking with his family at the lake. Ants
sneak into the picnic basket and steal their lunch, so McDuff sets off
searching for food. Fortunately, he makes a new friend, Mr. DiMaggio, who shares his picnic lunch with McDuff's hungry family.

Books for the Chapter Book Set
Bauer, Marion Dane. Runt: A Novel. (Clarion, 2002, $14.00, ISBN
0-618-21261-2).
Set in Minnesota, this is the story of a runt wolf who struggles
alongside his normal-sized brothers and sisters. He tries especially
to please his father but, with all the mistakes he makes, only
receives his displeasure. How Runt learns the meaning of bravery
and, in the process, earns a real name, is an engaging story. The
author's hope is that her story might "help increase the reader's
empathy for the wolf, and help them to protect the wilderness
wolves must have to survive."
Cox, Judy. Cool Cat, School Cat. Illustrations by Blanche Sims. (Holiday House, 2002, $15.95, ISBN
0-8234-1714-X).
Eight-year-old Gus is unhappy that he must attend a new school, but even more, he misses the dog he had to
leave behind. One day, he finds a pitiful cat meowing at him from the bushes. The poor thing needs help, but
Gus knows that his new apartment won't allow cats, so he has a big problem. What else can he do but take
him to school? Gus gets into quite a predicament with this idea, but with the help of a classmate, they are
able to find a solution and a home for the cat.
Cunningham, Julia. Dorp Dead. (Knopf, 1965, $14.95, ISBN 0-375-82255-0).
Originally published in 1965, this book is about an 11-year-old orphan, Gilly Ground, who escapes his lonely
existence in the town orphanage by becoming the apprentice of a ladder maker, Mr. Kobalt. However, the man
is a monstrous villain living in a world of silence, and when Gilly disturbs it, he must run for his very life. The
book is dark and disturbing, yet a triumph of the human spirit. It is well worth a thoughtful read!
DeLaCroix, Alice. The Hero of Third Grade. Illustrations by Cynthia Fisher. (Holiday House, 2002, $15.95,
ISBN 0-8234-17 45-X).
Randall's parents have separated, and he has to move to a new town and a new school. Unfortunately, it's
near the end of the school year so he worries about making new friends. He decides to be an anonymous
hero who can solve his class's problems. When Randall's idea is chosen as the class fundraiser, he suddenly
is forced to re-evaluate all his ideas.
Ellsworth, Mary Ellen. Gertrude Chandler Warner and the Boxcar
Children. (Whitman, 1997, $6.95, ISBN 0-8075-2838-2).
This book is a biography of the woman who created the stories about the
adventures of four children who lived in a railroad car until going to live
with their grandfather. As a child, Warner dreamed of living in a boxcar,
and when she grew up, she wrote about her dream. Her third-grade students
were the first to read the stories, and 60 years later, they remain a favorite
series in many primary grade classrooms.
Hamilton, Virginia. Time Pieces: The Book of Times. (Blue Sky/Scholastic,
2002, $16.95, ISBN 0-590-28881-4).
Time Pieces slips in and out of present time, between modem family life
and stories about slavery, combining Hamilton's personal history with the
fictionalized story of Valena-an 11-year-old dealing with all the problems
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and changes that occur in the process of growing up. The book is a very special one in that it is the last book
written by this talented author before she died of breast cancer in February of 2002.
Lowry, Lois. Gooney Bird Greene. Illustrations by Middy Thomas. (Houghton Mifflin, 2002, $15.00, ISBN
0-618-23 848-4).

Gooney Bird Greene
LOIS LOWRY m,•• ,,0 ,({1by

1 ,

One October, a most unusual student enters a second-grade classroom at the
Watertower School. She loves to be the center of attention and she entertains her classmates by telling stories about herself- how she got her name,
how she came from China on a flying carpet, and how she got out of jail and
received diamond earrings at the palace. Your students will be rolling in the
aisles with laughter, but at the same time, accumulating tips about writing
and telling stories.
Warner, Gertrude Chandler. The Boxcar Children: 60 th Anniversary
Edition. Illustrations by L. Kate Deal. (Whitman, 1942/2002, $18.95, ISBN
0-8075-0848-9).

This is the beloved story of four orphaned children who find an abandoned
boxcar to live in until they are found by their grandfather and go to live with
him. This edition includes a biography of the author, a photograph album
showing pictures of the author as a child
and in her later life as an author, and a letter she wrote to children about
how she came to write the Boxcar Children books. The end papers contain a map of where the children went in the various stories.

Michigan Connections
Rodgers, Denise. A Little Bit ofNonsense: A Wacky Poetry Collection.
Illustrations by Julie Martin. (Creative Writing Press, 2001,
$16.95, ISBN 0-9708382-0-4).
This book is a collection of poetry that is guaranteed to make you laugh.
The book has four sections: "Characters I Have Known," "Monster Meat
Stew (and other delicacies)," "Noah's Ark," and "Loony Ideas." My
second graders couldn't choose a favorite-they liked so many of the
poems. In September, a CD (Music by David Rodgers, Creative Writing
Press, 2002, $10.00) was released that has 16 of the poems set to original music. The author is a lifelong
metro-Detroiter who lives in Huntington Woods.
Stauffacher, Sue. The Angel and Other Stories. Illustrations by Leonid Gore. (Eerdmans, 2002, $20.00,
ISBN 0-8028-5203-3).
The tales in this collection reflect Christian oral traditions and are retold from sources dating as far back as
the 14th century. In retelling the stories, the author has edited, changed and embellished them. One example
is "The Shepherd's Prayer," set in our southwestern desert. These stories offer wonderful examples of the
joy of faith and the power of kindness, as well as many other spiritual themes. The author lives in Grand
Rapids.
Whelan, Gloria. Fruit/ands: Louisa May Alcott Made Perfect. (HarperCollins, 2002, $15.99, ISBN 0-06623815-3).
Fruit/ands is a fictional diary relating of the Alcott family's actual attempt to establish a utopian farm
community known as Fruitlands. Whelan weaves a fictional tale around Louisa's nine brief journal entries,
increasing our insight into the early life of the woman who as an adult penned Little Women. Ms. Whelan
lives in northern Michigan.
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